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Let X^ and be two Banach spaces contained in a linear
Hausdorff space Y such that the identity mapping of X^(i=l,2)
in Y is continuous. Denote the elements of X^ by f^ and
their norms by Ilf II ̂ . The spaces X^ O  and X^ + are
Banach spaces under the norms ^^Xj_OX2 = m3X ^ ^ 1 *  ^^2^ an£*
||f|L ,Y - inf (||f,||, + ||folL) • A Banach space X C Y
1 2  f-f1+f2 1 1  1 l
satisfying X j C  X C X j  + X2 and ||f||x +x  ̂ s: ||f||x *
is called an intermediate space of X^ and X^ *
Let (A,E,p) be a totally o-finite measure space and let 
M(A) be the set of all complex-valued y-measurable functions on 
A . Then M(A) is a linear Hausdorff space under convergence in 
measure on sets of finite measure. This dissertation is concerned 
with determining whether certain classes of norraed Kbthe spaces 
(Banach function spaces) are intermediate spaces of L^ = L^(y) 
and L * L (p) . It is proven that L. D  L and L, + L are
00 00 * X 00 X 00
associate Orlicz spaces and that for every non-trivial Young's
function T there is an equivalent Young's function T' such
that the Orlicz space L ^ , is an intermediate space of L^ and
L^ . The concept of universal function norm is introduced and
it is proven that p is induced by a universal function norm if
and only if p is a universally rearrangement invariant function
iv
X2
norm if and only if p(f) has a representation in terms of f ,
the non-increasing rearrangement of f . The notion of a universal
Kdthe space is presented and it is proven that a KSthe space is
universal if and only if it is universally rearrangement invariant.
It is proven that if A is a universal Kothe space then
L, fl L C a C L .  + L . Furthermore, if A is normed, in partic- 1 00 1 00
ular A = , then there is an equivalent universally rearrange­
ment invariant norm p, for which L is an intermediate space
1 pi
of L, and L1 00
v
CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
1. Statement of the Problem. Let X^ and X 2  be two Banach 
spaces contained in a linear Hausdroff space Y such that the in­
jection of X^ (i * 1,2) into Y is continuous. Denote the norm of
by || ||̂ . The space X^ H  X 2  is the set of all elements which
are in both X^ and X 2 , and the space X^ + X 2  is the set of all 
f e Y of the form f ■ f^ + f2  with f^ e X^ and e X 2 . It is
known that the spaces X^ O  X 2  and X^ + X2  are Banach spaces under
the norms ||f|fx p  x “ maxt ||f • ||f |(2 > and ||f ffx + x =
inf{||f1||1 + ||f2II2 : f - £x + f2, £t e (see [1, p. 165, Prop.
3.2.1]).
Definition 1.1: A Banach space X C Y  satisfying
xxn x2c xCx1 + x2
and
+ X2 s ««», s »Xl n X2
is called an intermediate space of X^ and X2 .
Much work has been done on intermediate spaces and the related 
topic of interpolation theory. (See [1], [2], [16].) In particular,
1
it has been shown that the Lebesque spaces and the Lorentz
spaces L are intermediate spaces of L, and L . Since L pq i 00 p
and L are examples of normed K6'the spaces, this leads us to the
pq
following problem: What other classes of normed Kothe spaces are
intermediate spaces of and L^? Or more generally, what classes
of Kbthe spaces lie between O  and + L^? In Chapter IV, 
we introduce the notion of a universal KfJthe space, which we prove to 
be equivalent to Luxemburg's notion of a universally rearrangement 
invariant Kt)the space [12] . We have been able to show that if A is 
a universal KtJthe space, then
l. O l C a C l + l00 1 00
Furthermore, if A is normed, in particular A = L^, then there is 
an equivalent universally rearrangement invariant norm for
which L is an intermediate space of L, and LP^ 1 00
Chapter II contains necessary information concerning the
L, + L norm.1 ®
Chapter III deals with Orlicz spaces. We show that O  
and are Orlicz spaces and prove that they are in fact
associate Orlicz spaces. We show that the O  L^ norm can actually
be derived from a Young's function  ̂ . It is shown that for any 
non-trivial Young's function T , there is an equivalent Young's 
function T' such that î iT' *-8 an intermediate space of and
L . This means that L, f) L and L, + L are the smallest andOO J. 0 0 1 00
the largest Orlicz spaces, respectively.
In Chapter IV we consider normed KBthe spaces and general 
Kothe spaces. We prove that if p is a universally rearrangement
Invariant function norm, then there is an equivalent universally 
rearrangement invariant function norm such that is an
intermediate space of and L^ . Also we prove that if A is
universal Kdthe space, then D  L ^ C  A C  .
2. Preliminaries. Let (A,E,y) be a o-finite measure space 
where A is a point set, £ is a a-algebra of measurable sets, 
and u is a totally o-finite measure [7]. Hence A is the union 
of a finite or countable number of sets of finite measure. Let 
M+ be the set of all non-negative u-measurable functions on A. 
Functions that are equal u almost everywhere will be identified,
so that the elements of M+ are really equivalence classes of
functions. Also we allow that a function can assume the value 
+°° at some or all points x e A.
Definition 1.2: A mapping p on M+ to the extended reals is
called a function norm if p satisfies the following conditions 
for all f and g in M+ :
(i) p(f) i 0 and p(f) ■ 0 if and only if f = 0 
a.e. (almost everywhere)
(ii) p(otf) ■ otp(f) for a i 0 
(iii) p(f + g) £ p(f) + p(g)
(iv) f(x) £ g(x) a.e. implies p(f) £ p(g)
In addition, p is said to satisfy the Fatou property if
(v) fg,f^,... e M+ and f t f^ (pointwise a.e.) implies
»<fn> ♦ p « 0> .
In order to avoid pathological cases, we will consider only 
non-trivial p, i.e., there exists f c M+ such that 0 < p(f) <
4
The domain of definition of p is extended to M , the set of 
all complex-valued, u-measurable functions on A, by defining p(f) = 
p ( |f|) for f e M .
Definition 1.3: We denote by L * L (A,E,p) the set of all f e M--------------- p p
satisfying p(f) < 00 .
The spaces Lp are normed linear spaces, and, if we assume that 
P has the Fatou property, they are complete. Such spaces are com­
monly called normed Kothe spaces or Banach function spaces [19].
These spaces are a generalization of the Lebesque spaces 
(1 £ p £ °°). Other examples of normed Kothe spaces are the Orlicz 
spaces [18], the spaces of Ellis and Halperin [4,8], and the Lorentz 
spaces L [1, 9, 10]. All the above examples satisfy the Fatoupq
property. In all that follows it is always assumed that £  has the 
Fatou property.
For the moemnt let p be fixed. It may happen that there is
a measurable subset E C  A such that p(x„) * 00 for every measurableD
B C E  with p(B) > 0 (xn is the characteristic function for theo
set B). Any set E having this property is called unfriendly
(relative to p) or p_ purely infinite [4,13]. If E is unfriendly
then any f in M which does not vanish on E must have p(f) = 00.
Since we are interested in the space L * (f e M : p(f) < °°} , thereP
will be no loss of generality if we remove such sets from A. It 
can be shown that there is a measurable set E ^ C  A which is maxi­
mal with respect to the property of being unfriendly, see [14,
Mote IV, p. 251,Theorem 8.3], Removing this set Eg and denoting
the remaining set again by A, we can asstime that the new measure
5
space (A,E,u) is o-finite and has no p purely-infinite sets.
Definition 1.4: A function norm p is called saturated if there are
no p purely-infinite sets.
Henceforth, we will always assume that £  i_s saturated. For
any saturated function norm p , one can prove the existence of a
sequence measurable subsets of A such that 0 < w(An) < 00
and 0 < p(X^ ) < 08» [14* Note IV, p. 253, Theorem 8.7]. Such a
n
sequence of sets is called a p-exhaustive sequence.
Definition 1.5; The associate norm p' of any function norm p is 
defined by
p'(f) - sup{/A |fg|dp : p(g) £ 1) .
The associate space, denoted (Lp)' or Lp, , is defined to be
L , ■ {f e M : p ' (f) < .P
The associate norm p' has the Fatou property (even if p did 
not) and hence is complete, i.e., is a Banach function space. A has 
no p' purely-inf inite sets and there exists a sequence that
is jointly p- and p '-exhaustive. There is a Holder's Inequality,
i.e., for any f e L and g e L .P P
|/A fg dpi £ /A lfgldp £ P(f) P'(g)
Also the inverse Holder inequality holds. Namely, g e Lp , if and
only if fg is integrable over A for all f e Lp .
Further associate norms can be defined, in particular,
p"(f) - 8up{/A |fg|dp : P'(g) £ l K  One can show (see [14, Note IV,
6
p. 259, Lemma 11.3]) that when P has the Fatou property, we have
p" = p . Hence, in our discussion there can arise only two distinct
norms, P and P ’ .
A consequence of the Fatou property for p is that if
lim p(f - f ) * 0 then the sequence f , and also every sub-
n
sequence of f contains a subsequence which converges pointwise
to f a.e. on A . From this it follows that f (x) converges ton
f(x) in measure on every set of finite measure [11]. Therefore 
p-convergence in Lp implies convergence in measure on every set 
of finite measure. Hence, endowing the linear space M(A,u) with 
the topology of convergence in measure on sets of finite measure, 
it becomes a linear Hausdorff space and the injection of Lp into 
M is continuous. Thus we have established the framework necessary 
to consider L as an intermediate space of L, and L (seep 1 00
introductory remarks).
Next we state a result given by Luxemburg [11, p. 51, Theorem 4]
and we present his proof as it exemplifies what we have just mentioned.
Lemma 1.6: Let p^ and p^ be function norms (with the Fatou
property). Then L C  L if and only if there exists a constantPX P2
c > 0 such that p0(f) ^ cp,(f) for every f e L2 1 P1
Proof: If c exists, then clearly L C  L . Conversely, let
P1 p2
L C L  and let f e L be such that p. (f - f) -*• 0 and PL p2 n px i n
p2^ n ~ g) -*■ 0 • Then f^ contains a subsequence g^ which con­
verges to f a.e. and since P2(8n ~ g) 0 » gR contains a 
subsequence which converges to g a.e. Therefore f * g ; which
means that the injection of L into L has a closed graphPI P2
7
and hence is continuous.
Corollary 1.7: Let p, and p„ be function norms. Then L-------- d  I I p
and L consist of the same functions if and only If P. and 
p2 1 
(>2 are equivalent norms.
Corollary 1.8: If and P2 are function norms such that
L C  Ln , then (L ) ' C  (L ) '.
P1 2 2 P1
It is easy to see that u(A) < 00 if and only if LcoC  Ll*
In which case L. (1 L ■ L and L, + L = L, . Furthermoreoo co 1 00 1
L, n  L C  L C  L, + L if and only if p(x») < 00 and p ' ( x . )  < °° •1 00 P 1 00 ' p A
For this reason, we will proceed under the assumption that y(A) = °°.
Now we turn to the general Kothe spaces. Let (A,E,y) be as
outlined earlier, and let A^ be a fixed increasing sequence of sets
of finite measure whose union is A. Let A ■ (f • /1 f XA I dp < 00
n
for all n} be the space of locally integrable functions on A.
Definition 1.9: For any subset T C  ft we define the Kothe space
A(T) associated with T to be
A = A(r) « {f e : J^|fg|dp < 00 for all g e T)
The associate Kothe space A' is defined to be
A* ■ A(A(D) - {g e ft : f |gf|dp < 00 for all f e A(T)} .
Notice that our normed Kothe space Lp is also a Kothe space.
Since p is assumed to be saturated, there exists a p-exhaustive
00
00sequence {B } such that B + A (i.e., U  B “ A), n n-1 n n_j_ n
0 < p(BR) < <*>, and 0 < p(xg ) < °°. Hence f e L , implies that
n
/A |fg|dji < for all g i . In particular, l AlfX
for all n , which means L , G  S7(A,£,p) . ThereforeP
A(Lp,) = {f e ft : |fg|dy < 00 for all g e L
CHAPTER II: THE L, + L NORM1 00
Now we want to investigate the + L^ norm. Let the o-finite 
measure space (A,E,y) be fixed. Since = L^(y) and Lot = L^Cu) 
are continuously imbedded in M = M(u), we know that H  L^ and 
L^ + are Banach spaces under the norms l|f|lL p  L =
max{ || f || x, HfllJ and ||f||L + L = inffHf1^  + ||f : f = f1 + f },
1 00
respectively. We will denote the former by ||f||p = l|f||̂  p  ^ an^
1 00
the latter by ||f||+ - ||f||L + L .
1 00
Since f 0  L, + L if and only if IfI e L, + L , in which1 00 ' ' 1 I 00
case ||f||+ =|| | f | ll+ » questions concerning the norm in
can generally be settled by considering only non-negative functions.
1 00Let f c L, + L and f i 0. Assume f = f + f where1 °°
|Jf II - r. Now define f ,r and f^,r by
f (x) if f (x) :£ r 
otherwise
and
f1,r(x) = f(x) - f~’r (x)
Hence Ilf™’*!! = r and we claim that
1̂ ’ %  *  1 f X
Suppose f(x) > r, then except for a null set, f (x) < r s f ,r(x),
10
so
f1,r(x) = f(x) - f *r(x) - f(x) - r £ f(x) - f (x) = f^x)
1 rOn the other hand, if f(x) £ r, we have by definition f ’ (x) = 0 
and hence f^(x) ^ f^,r(x) = 0. In either case f^*r(x) £ f^(x) 
for all x c A , so
Therefore we have proven
Lemma 2.1: Let f e L, + L . For each r > 0  1 °°
1 r 00 rThe notations f * and f ’ will be used in the next few 
pages and they will always mean the functions defined above.
Definition 2.2: For any f e L^ + L^ , f ^ 0 , we define the
function h^ : [0,°°) -+ [O,00] by
hf(r) - r + Hf1 *r|(1 .
Also we will denote by r^ the set
rf - inf{r : h^(r) < 00} .
We extend h^ and r^ to L^ + L^ by setting h^ = h|f|
and r * r ici* Let f e L- + L , f ^ 0 , and suppose h (rn) t I 1 00 1 U
is finite, then h^(s) is finite for each s > r^. This is true
11
because
Ilf1'3!!! C 1 *S Jf dy (f - s)dy ^ {f>s}
(f - rn)dp 
{f >s} U
(f - rn)dy 
(f>r0)
Also If s > , then y{f > s) <
We will be able to gain information about ||f||+ thru the 
investigation of the function h^. We begin with
Theorem 2.3: Let f e L. + L , then h.(r) is continuous on-----------  1 oo t
(rf,°°).
Proof: Let f ^ 0 and suppose s e (r̂ ,°°) and let p be the
midpoint between r^ and s. Then y{f > p} = a < °°. Let c 
be given. Let r < s be such that |s — r| < min{—  , |s - rf3 I
then
f1,Sdy - f1*rdy|





(f - s)dy - [ 
{f >s}
(f - r)dy + 
(s^f>r)
(f - r)dy] | 
(f >s}
(f - s) - (f
{f>s}
- r)dy - (f - r)dy| 
{s^f>r}
(s - r)dy 
{f >s)





(s - r)dp +
{f >s}
(s - r) dp 
{s*f>r}
(s - r)dp| - p{f > r}|s - r| < p(f > r)—  £ e 
{f>r} 3
since p{f > r} £ a.
A similar argument for s < r will work when
1 r| r — s | < min{ —  , |s - r,|/2}. Thus we see that |jf ' ||, is
£1 I  ^
continuous function of r . Therefore h^(r) ■ r + ||f̂ ,r|[̂ , 
being the sum of two continuous functions, is continuous.
 ̂ 1 r*If we let h^(r) - ||f ’ ||̂ , then we have the following:
If Tq > r^, then h^(r) is uniformly continuous on [Tq ,00).
Next we establish right-continuity at the point r^ .
Theorem 2.4: Let f e L. + L , then lim h_(s) = h-Cr,.) .-----------  1 oo + t r tS'+rf
Proof: Let f i 0. First assume that h^(r^) < °°. Let s > r^ ,
then in the proof of Theorem 2.3 we have shown that
:1»S| - f1 »rf| (s - r,)dp - 
{f >s} 1
(f - r^)dp 
(s^f>Tfi
But we may rewrite the right hand side as
(minis,f(x)} - rf)dp 
{f>rf}
Let r + rr , then (min{ r ,f(x)} - rc) + 0 and n f n r
(min{r^,f (x)} - rf)dp < 00 
{|f|>rf>
13
because h^(r^) < 00 . Hence we may apply the Lebesque dominated 
convergence theorem which gives us
If1*1"!!! - * o .
Therefore h,.(s) is right-continuous at r when h (rf) <f' f'
Now assume that h^-Cr.) * 00 . Let r + r. . Then ff f n f
1 r 1 ris integrable for each n , and f 1 n t f ’  ̂ because
1 >rn
fl>r» - (f - r„)x{f>rn, * (£ - rn+1)x(f>rn+i, -
Therefore, by the monotone convergence theorem
| f 1 > r f dp (lim f 1»r‘n)du - lim f1,rn dy - lim Hf1’1" ^
Therefore lim hf(s) = 0 0 = hr(r,) .4. I  I ts+r *
Theorem 2.5: Let f e L, + L , then h_(r) is convex on------------------------- 1 00 f
(rf,») .
Proof: Let f i 0 , and a,b e (r̂ ,°°) with a < b , then
1 ,
a+b
2 hf(s - p >  - 2[||f*' 2 I|t + a-±-t]
(2f - a + b)dy + a + b
if > ^
14
(f - a)dy + 
{f > }
(f - b)dy + a + b 
{f > ^
(f - a) dy + a] + [
r £ a+b{f > ~2~}
(f - b) dy + b] + 
{f >b }
(f - b) dy 
(b * f > ^ }
[ (f - a)dy + a] + [ 
{f >a)
(f - b)dy + b] 
{f >b}
hf(a) + hf(b) ,
since {f > ^^-}C{f > a} and (f - b) < 0 on {b i f >
Therefore hf (^^-) s: -|-(hf(a) + h^(b)) , and so is
convex.
In general will be infinite on the interval [0,r^) ,
continuous and convex on (r̂ ,°°) , and lim h^(r) * 00 . But there
r-*»
are three different possibilities for the behavior of h^(r) as 
r approaches r^ from the right. These are illustrated below.
In each example let (A,E,y) be [0,°°) with Lebesque measure.
(i) Let f(t) X^0 ^  • Then rf = 1 and hf(rf) “ 1 • In
fact, h^(r) * r for r e [l,00) . Here h^(r^) is finite and 
h^ is increasing on [r^,00) .
(ii) Let f 4*[0,l/2] + 2x (1/2,2] + lx(2,°°) ’ Then rl
and h^(l) - 4 . However, h^(2) - 3 and h^(3) - 3 j  . This 
time h^(r^) is finite, but h^ is decreasing on some interval
[rf,fo3 increasing on (ro»°°)
15
(ill) Let f(t) = 4X[0>1/2](t) + 2x(l/2,2](t) + (1 + X (2,°°)(t)
Again - 1, but h^(r^) ■ 0 0 . Hence by Theorem 2.4, has
a vertical asymptote at x ■ r^ * 1. As in (ii) h^ is initially 
decreasing and increasing thereafter.
From the examples one might draw the conclusion that the 
absolute minimum of h^ on [r̂ ,°°) is the value of the 
norm of f . That this is so is proven in Theorem 2.7. Prior to 
this, we need a lemma.
Lemma 2.6: Let f e L, + L , then for r < r,---------  1 00 f
w(IfI * r}
Proof: Let f i 0 and suppose y(|f| i r) < 00 for r < r^ .
Since f e L, + L we know that there exists tn (r < r < tn)1 0 0 0 t U
such that tg + (f - tQ)du < 00
<f > V
Hence
(f - r)djj £ (tQ - r)dy * (tQ - r)p{tQ n f £ r} <
{tQ^fir} {tQ^fir}
since H q ^ f i r} C  {f > r) which has finite measure. Also
(f - r)dy 
{ f > t 0 }
(f - tQ)dp_ +
{f>t0)
(tQ - r)dy
But / (f - trt)du < 0 0 because of the way t_ was chosen and 
{ f > t 0 }






(f - r)dp + 
{tgif>r}
(f - r)dp < 00 
{f>t0}
A contradiction, since r < r^ . Hence the theorem is proven.
Theorem 2.7: Let f e L, + L_ and let s - sup{t : p(|f| ^ t} i 1}
" I  00
Then
HfJI+ s + (|f| - s)dp « hf(s) 
{|f|>s}
Proof: Let f e L, + L and f i 0. Then r,. £ s < 00 by-----  1 °° f
Lemma 2.6.
First assume that r, < s . Then {f i s) ■ 0 ( f ^ t }  and
t < s
p{f i s }  - lim p{f i t) i 1 because p{f i r, + e) < 00 for any 
t+s-
e > 0. Also {f > s} - (J {f > t} and p{f > s} = lim p{f > t} s 1 .
t>s t>s+
Let e > 0 be given. We will show that h^(s ± e) i h^(s) , 
and since h^(r) is continuous and convex we will know that
h (s) - inf h (r) - ||f|| . So
r>0
h^(s - e) - s - e + [f - (s - £>]dp 
{f>s-e}
s - e + (f - s)dp +
{f>s}
e dp + (f - s + e)dp +
{f>s} {f-s}
(f - 8 + e)dp 
{s>f>s-e}
s + (f - 8)dp + 
{f>s}
e dy - e + 
{fis}
(f - 8 + E>dp
{s>f>S-e )
since {f i s) > 1  which means e dy > e . Also 
{f*s}
h^(s +  e ) - s  +  e +  J ( f - s -  £>dy +
{f>8+e}
(f - s)dy - 
{s+eif>s}





since y{f > s} S i  . This verifies the theorem if r^ 
Now assume r^ ■ s . We will show that for s < r
we have s h^C^) •




since p{f > r^} £ 1. Therefore is decreasing on (rf,°°) . 
Since h^(r) is right-continuous at r^ we have h^(r^)
* h^(s) < 00 , and furthermore we have h^(r^) * h^(s) £ h^(r) 
since h^ is decreasing. Therefore
hf(s) - ||f||+
and the theorem is proven.
This representation of the norm will allow us to
begin the investigation of normed Kothe spaces as intermediate 
spaces of . We will start with Orlicz spaces.
CHAPTER III: ORLICZ SPACES AS INTERMEDIATE SPACES
1. Basic Properties of Orlicz Spaces. Let 4> be a left- 
continuous, non-decreasing, extended real-valued function defined 
on [0,°°). Further assume that <J> is not identically zero and 
that <J>(0) ■ 0. We allow the possibility that <J>(u) * 00 for 
u > Uq . Let 41 be the generalized left-continuous inverse of 
4> formed in the following manner. If <J> is discontinuous at a , 
then *Kv) “ a for <f>(a ) < v £ <Ka+) £ °° (where <t>(a ) and 
<Ka+) are the left- and right-hand limits of <t> at a , 
respectively). Also if 4>(u) ■ c for a < u £ b , but <J>(u) < c
for u < a , then >Kc) ■ a . If lim <f»(u) « I is finite, then
u-+°°
ip(v) » 00 for v > I . With these conventions, ^(0) * 0 and \p 
is non-decreasing and left-continuous for those values of v 
where ip(v) is finite. Notice that the generalized left-continuous 
inverse of iji is ♦ again. In geometrical language we have filled 
in the graph of <#> with vertical lines where <p jumps, reflected
the graph about the diagonal, and then set ^ equal to the left-
continuous function defined from the reflected graph in the 
obvious way.
Definition 3.1: Let and ^ be mutually inverse functions as
described above. Then the functions $ and f defined for 





are called complementary Young'a functions.
It follows that 4> and V are increasing, absolutely con­
tinuous, and convex. Our development of 4> and f is symmetric. 
In other words, any general statement made about 4> is also true 
for ¥ , and visa versa.
Let
HfJ W  - inf{k > 0
One can show that (| • ||^ is a function norm as described in 
Chapter I.
Definition 3.2: The Orlicz Space is the set of all complex­
valued, w-measurable functions satisfying < “ •
Hence the Orlicz space is a normed Kdthe space and, as
such, it satisfies the properties stated in Chapter I. In partic­
ular we can form the associate norm, denoted || * ||y ,
►
l|f 11̂ “ sup{ |fgjdy : ||g||M$ S 1}
A
and the associate space
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One can show [11, p. 47, Theorem 2] that the spaces L^ and 
(or Ly and consist of the same functions. Hence applying
Corollary 2.7 we know that || • ||̂ and || • ||M(J) are equivalent.
In fact, we have the following relationship [11, p. 48, Theorem 3],
M4>
A Young's function $ Is said to jump if there is a number 
Uq (0 < Uq < °°) such that <J>(u) - 00 for u > u^. If 4> jumps,
then LM *C  L» *
These are all the preliminaries concerning Orlicz spaces that
we will need.
2. L, Pi L , L, + L , and Orlicz Space. Our first result isI 00* I 009
obtained easily.
Lemma 3.3: If T is a (non-trivial) Young's function, then
h  n  l - c  Srr •
Proof: Since T is non-trivial, there exists an £ such that
0 < £ < oo and 0 < T(£) < °° . Let f e L ^ O  L^ , then
| jĵjj f(x)| £ £ a.e. on A . Because T is convex we know that
T(i i k |£ (x ) l )s l ^ TU)
Hence
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Therefore IJfIJĵ  < 00 and f £
Theorem 3.4: L ^ D  is an Orlicz space. In particular there
is a Young's function 4* such that ||f||^- ll̂ ll̂ y •
Proof; Consider the Orlicz space given by
n»> - {“ for 0 £ u £ 1 
for 1 < u
We will show that L ^  - L^ D  and ||f||M4, - MfNp| *
From Lemma 3.3 we know that H  L ^ C  L ^  . Also 
C  because 4* jumps. Hence we need to show that 
L ^ C  Lĵ  . Let f c , then / Y (-^-)du < » for some k .
From the definition of 4* we see that on A
Hence
V ^"k^dp " dp " k ^ 1
Therefore LM4* L1 n  Loo1 00
ii¥ n
Now we will show that ||f||^- ||f||






. y '  1 1 •
Hence NflLu, ^ 11̂ 11,̂  • Conversely, let k be such thatMr I )
/ ¥ (-^-)dy ^ 1 . Then £ 1 a.e. which means that
| £ | £ k a.e. But 11f (Ĵ  is the smallest such number; therefore,
IlfIL * lnf {k : j  T  ̂ U -  l|f|lMV •
Again if k is such that / 4*(— )dy £ 1 , then £ 1 a.e.
and 1 i / H'(-̂ -̂)dp - / dy . Therefore k ^ / |f |dy - ||f||̂  » 
i.e. HfJ^ £ l|f||M4) • So we may conclude that ||f||M4, * max{Ijf^,|jfJj^} 
- Iffjlp . This completes the proof.
In light of Lemma 3.3 we know that H  is the smallest 
Orlicz space.
Let Y be as defined in the proof of Theorem 3.4. Let 4> be
the complementary Young's function of Y . One can check that
r- 0 for 0 £ u £ 1
*(u) - -j
u - 1 for 1 £ u
Lemma 3.5: L ^  , (L^ O  L^) ', and L^ + L^ all consist of the
same functions.
Proof: In the discussion of Orlicz spaces we have already noted
that O ^ n  L J ’ - (Lj^)' " ^  as sets.
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Let f c Lj + Lb  , then for g e L ^ d  L^ we have
| |fg|dp - | |(f1 + f )g| dp
l ' £l
g|dp + f 8 1 dp
* llsll. £ dli + |f Ig|dp < “
Therefore + l^C (L^ H  L^) ' .
Next, let f e (L^ O  L^) ' , then f e 
/ ♦( l" -̂)dp < 00 for some k which means that
Thus
Therefore
(J-fL - i)dU < » .
(l f > n
1
k ( | f | - k)dp < 00 
{|f|>k>
So we can represent f as
- f1,k + f * ^
Hence f e L, + L and we have finished the proof.1 00
At this stage one might suspect that |J • J|+ ■ || • ||M(f . 
This is not the case as is illustrated by the following example. 
Let (A,E*p) be [0,<») with Lebesque measure. Let
25








It is true that || • ||+ is equal to the norm 
i.e., the associate norm of || • ||pj- || • ||My .
I<j, »
Theorem 3.6: For any f e + L# we have
M *  • M +
Proof: Let f e L„ + L . Then there is an s e [0,°°) such  1 00
that ||f||+ - hf(s) - s + / dp . Let g e L ^  - L1 H  L^ ,
then
f A- ld̂ s lfl,s An ld̂ + lf0°’8 ifjfi \dvn n n
If1’8 I dp + g|ln 18 1 dp
* llf1 *8 !^ +  ||r~’8 IL - ||f||+
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Hence ||f||# - sup{/ |f |dy : g e L ^ }  £ ||f||+ .
To show the reverse inequality let f e and f i 0 .
Then ||f||+ ■ h^(s) where s «* sup{t : y(f ^ t) ^ 1} . Furthermore 
assume that f is a simple function (i.e., f assumes a finite 
number of values, each on a set of finite measure). Because f 
is simple, one can show that y { f > s } £ l ,  y { f i s } i l ,  
and y{f ■ s} j 0 . Now define f : A -► [0,°°) by
Then || 'I' ||̂ “ / 'P dy - y{f > s) + (1 - y(f > s}) = 1 . Notice that 
1 - y(f > s) £ y{f - s) ,so that
1 X E {f > s}
otherwise
1 - > s) ^ x
y{f - s}
Therefore ||̂|| 1 and hence - 1 . Thus
I fijj dy ■* I f dy + s( 
J { f > s}
f f dy 
'(f>s}
+ 8 - s y{f > 8}
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Therefore
||f||+ - dM ^ sup{ | |t JTgflH ^  : 8 e Lm 4'} "
and we have shown the equality for any simple function.
Now let f e + La be arbitrary. Since || |f| ||+ * ||f||+ 
we may assume f i 0 . There is an increasing sequence °*
simple functions which converges pointwlse to f a.e. Because the 
norm has the Fatou property, we have lknll+ * ll*ll+ • 
Similarly, because || • ||̂ has the Fatou property, we have
IÎ JI* + 11*11* • But by what we have just shown, ||tnl|+ - ll*JI* for
all n . Therefore, their limits must be equal, i.e.,
ll*ll+ ■ 11*11, •
Corollary 3.7: is an Orlicz space; in particular
(Lx + L,., || • ||+) - <L# , || • H9) .
Combining Corollary 1.8, Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.6, we can
say
î, c (Lj n !•„)1 ■ h + L-
for any Young's function T • Hence L, + L is the largest1 ®
Orlicz space and we have
li n L. c V c 4 * L. •
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An element B e £ Is called an atom If A e E and A C  B 
Implies y(A) " 0  or y(A) ■ y(B) . Given two atoms, they are 
either identical or disjoint y-a.e. Any y-measurable function 
must be constant a.e. on an atom.
If we restrict ourselves to the case that (A,E,y) is non- 
atomic (i.e., has no atoms), then G. G. Gould [5] and Luxemburg 
and Zaanen [13] have obtained some results similar to ours. If 
y has no atoms, then define the function norm || * || as followsCj
|f||G - sup{ E |f|dy : y(E) - 1} .
It was shown by Luxemburg and Zaanen and by Gould that for 
f e L. + L1 0O
l l f l lc  -  l|f||+
This is also mentioned by Butzer and Berens [1, p. 182, Lemma 
3.3.4]. Luxemburg and Zaanen have shown that the associate 
space of (L. + L , || |L) is the space (L, R  L > II • IL) • Onei ® u x oo n
might hope that for each f e L, + L there exists a set E,X oo C
such that y(Ef) - 1 and ||f||+ - ||f||G - JE^|f|dw . This is true 
for simple functions, but it is not true for general functions as 
is shown by the following example.
Let (A,£,y) be [0,oo) with Lebesque measure and let
f(t) - 10 x (t) + (5 - x (t) • Using Theorem 2.7
[1,3/2] (3/2,~)
Hf|lG " 11*11+ - hf(5) - 5 + (10 - 5)dt -
{ f > 5 }
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Suppose E C  [0,oo) and y(E) ■ 1 , then
J |f|dy - J 10 dt + J (5 - ^)dt
EOll.f] Efl(f.<»)
10 dt + 5 dt
E f l [ l , | ]  E O ( | , o o )
lOy(E n [1, j]) + 5p(E n (|,<*>))
lOy(E n [1, f]) + 5 (1 - y(E n [1, §])
- 5 + 5y(E n [1, h )
£ 5  +  5 . i . i f
Therefore /E | f | dt < " ll̂ll'g ^or every E C  [0,®) and
u(E) -  1 .
Let us return to the question of whether all Orlicz spaces 
are intermediate spaces of L^ and . In a certain sense 
this question could be answered in the negative. Let 4* be the 
Young's function of Theorem 3.A, i.e., || • - || • ||̂ | . Then
the Orlicz space consi8ts the same functions as
1^, , but ||f||p|“ HMy < llflIh (2Y) * At °nCe We 866 that there 
are a great many Orlicz spaces with norms larger than || • ||^ .
But these spaces have one thing in common. Their norms are all
equivalent to the L, H  L norm. So let us rephrase the question.1 00
For each Orlicz Space L^T , is there an equivalent Young's 
function T' for which L ^ ,  is an intermediate space of L^ 
and ? The answer is given below.
Theorem 3.8: Let T be a non-trivial Young's function. Then
there is an equivalent Young's function T' such that for all
f e L, + L1 0 0
l|f||+ * l|f|lMT, *l|f|ln .
Proof: Recall that the Young's function 4* for H  L^ is
given by f(v) • v for 0 £ v £ 1 and Y(v) * <*> otherwise. 
Also the Young's function <t for + L^ is given by 
4>(u) “ 0 for 0 £ u £ 1 and 4>(u) ■ u - 1 otherwise.
Let T be a non-trivial Young's function. It may happen 
that T is linear and then jumps to infinity. In this case
L m - L ; thus II • |L satisfies the condition. In all otherX co " "MT
cases, there is an u^ > 0 such that 0 < T(u q ) < ® . Now
define for u ^ 0
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Notice that T"(u) Is continuous, convex, T"(u) i 0 for all 
u, T"(0) - 0 , and T"(l) - 1 . This means that T'(u) Is
continuous, convex, T'(u) i 0 for all u, T'(0) = 0 and
T'(l) - 1 . Thus T' Is a Young's function [11, p. 38, Remark 1].
Because t "(u ) is convex and T"(l) - 1 , we have
T"(u) i u for all u 2; 1 ; so T'(u) S: 2u - 1 for u i 1 .
Therefore
24>(u) - 2u - 2 £ T'(u) sc - - Y(u) 
for u £ 1 . Now for 0 £ u £ 1 , we have
T(u un )
2*(u) - 0 sc T'(u) - UT(Uq )
u T(u-)
Hence, for all u > 0
2<t(u) & t' (u) £ Y(u)
This means that
2<K-^-)dy * | T'(-^-)du sc j 4'(-^-)dy
for any f e and any k . Therefore
11*1+ • IlfII, * 2IM„, * H£IIht' s w m, ■ HfUn •
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Next we will show that and consist of the same
functions and by Corollary 1.7 f| andMl 'm t ' will be
equivalent norms. First notice that T"(u) £ T'(u) £ 2T"(u) for 
all u i 0 . From which it follows that /TM(~^‘)dy < » if and 
only if /T'(-^-)dy < 00 . Finally
f e H it' T ,(-^-)dy < 00 for some kr
T"(-JxL)dy < ® for k.




T(—  f )dy < oo for k_ 
0 °
f e Hrr
Corollary 3.9: Every Orlicz space has an equivalent Orlicz
norm || • ll^i for which it becomes an intermediate space of 
and L00
What about the space L^ ? Let n be the complementary 
Young's function for T . Let II' be given by Corollary 3.9.
Then the associate norm of || • ll^t denoted by || • ||̂ „ will make
L„, an intermediate space of L, and L1 1 0°
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3. Monotonic Rearrangement. Now we turn to the concept of 
the monotonic rearrangement to obtain another representation of
the L, + L norm.1 00
Definition 3.10: Let f e M(y) , then the monotonic rearrangement
of f is the function f :[0,°°) -+■ [O,00) defined by
f (t) - inf{y i 0 : y{|f(x)| > y} £ t}
Definition 3.11; Let f and g belong to M(y) . Then f and 
g are called equimeasurable whenever
u{|f(x)| > r} - u{|g(x)| > r}
for all r 0 . If f and g are equimeasurable we write
f “ 8*
A *Notice that f ~ g if and only if f » g
Let ([0,°°),m) be Lebesque measure on the non-negative reals.
From now on, there will be two measure spaces present at the same
atime, that is, f e M(A,y) and f e M([0,»),m). We trust that 
the meaning will be clear from the context.
■ I * iNotice that y{|f(x)| > r} ■ m{f (t) > r} for all r .
ATherefore we will say that f and f are equimeasurable even
Athough they are defined on different measure spaces. Hence f is 
the unique, non-negative, monotonic non-increasing, right-continuous 
function on [0,<») which is equimeasurable with f . We will 
collect without proof some necessary information concerning the 
monotonic rearrangement in the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.12: (i) f (t) is right-continuous.
(ii) 0 £ f £ g implies f (t) £ g (t) for all t .
(iii) 0 £ f t f implies f (t) t f (t) for all t . n n






{ | f | > r} 0
I fg|dy £
f (t)dt
* iff g dt
f*(gx + g2>*dt ^
* * *
f (g, + g9>dt
(viii) If <t> is a simple function on A, then <t> is a simple
n
function on [0,°°). In fact, if $ * £ a*XA where
i-1 1 1
a . <  a „ <  ... < a , then 1 2  n
n ^ n n
I a xA* where A - [ £ u ( 0 ,  I w ( O )
i-1 1 i 1 k-i K k=i-l
The monotonic rearrangement and its related concepts (e.g. 
rearrangement invariant normed Kothe spaces) will be very fruitful 
for us in the next chapter. In the meantime we can get some useful 
information with the help of Orlicz spaces.
Theorem 3.13: Let T be any Young's function and let f be
U-measurable. Then
T(|f|)du - T(f )dt .
Proof: Let  ̂= I a-ixA a simple function on A • Then
i-1 i
? * r * *
1 T âi^XA.i and T (4> ) “ I T âi^XA± * where m CA±) = P
So
n
T((j»)dy - I T(ai)y(Ai) 
A i-1
n
I T(a )m(A ) 
i-1
T(<J> )dt
Hence the equality is true for simple functions.
Now let f be a y-measurable function on A , and we may
as well assume f i 0 . Then there exists a sequence H  ) of
simple function such that <J> (x) + f(x) a.e. on A . This meansn
4r Athat (t) t f (t) on [0,°°) . Since T is continuous and n
non-decreasing, we have T(4n (x)) + T(f(x)) a.e. on A and 
* *T«> (t)) + T(f (t)) on [O,00) . So by the monotone convergence 
theorem
lim T(<J> )dy J . n n -'A
T(f)dy
and
lim T(<t>n )dt - *T(f )dt
Therefore
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T(f)dU - lim 
A n
T(4> )du - lim
a nA n 0
m n)dt T(f )dt .
Corollary 3.14: Let T be a Young's function and let f and g
belong to M(y).
'MT
(ii) If f - g , then ||f|'MT 'MT
Corollary 3.15: Let f e M(y) .
(i) If f £ L. flL and g ~ f , then g e L- f) LX 00 X 0
(ii) ||f|J+ - ||f ||L ([0,«,),m) + L ([0,°°) ,m)
X
(iii) ||f||n - ||f lLi([0>.)fni)n L^CIO.-J.m) •
Now we are able to quickly prove a result which is stated 
by Butzer and Berens [1].
Theorem 3.16: Let f e M(y) . Then
.1
f (t)dt
Proof; From Corollary 3.15 we know that ||f||+ = ||f ||+ • So we
will show that ||f ||+ ■ Jq f (t)dt . Since f is a monotonic












This representation of || • ||+ allows us to make the following 
statement about general KSthe spaces.
*Corollary 3.17: Let A be a Kijthe space and let A be the set
of all monotonic rearrangements of the functions in A and A' 
be the Kbthe dual of A . Then the following are equivalent:
(i) L1(m) H  Lro(u)C A C  L1(y) + L^Cu)
(ii) (A* U  A 1*) C  L. (m) + L (m)
(iii) | f*(t)dt < • for all f e (AtJA') 
0
(iv) r *f (t)dt < 0 0 for all f e (A U  A') for any r > 0
0
CHAPTER IV: REARRANGEMENT INVARIANT KOTHE SPACES
1. Normed Spaces. We begin with
Definition 4.1: A KtJthe space A is called rearrangement invariant
if f e A and g equimeasurable with f implies g £ A .
Definition 4.2: A function norm p is called rearrangement 
invariant if f e Lp and g equimeasurable with f implies 
p(f) « p(g) .
Notice that if p is a rearrangement invariant function norm,
then Lp is a rearrangement invariant Kothe space. However, a
normed Kothe space may be rearrangement invariant but the norm 
need not be rearrangement invariant. Let (A,u) * ([0,°°),m) and
e(£> - ll£x[0>1)IL + 2Hfx[1,«)IL •
Then L consists of the same functions as L ([0,°°)) andp 00
therefore is a rearrangement Kbthe space. But Xjq anc* 2 )
are equimeasurable and P^Xjg anc* P^X[^ 2 )̂  *  ̂ "
In view of Corollary 3.14 we see that all Orlicz norms || • 
are rearrangement invariant. Further, given any Young's function 
T and any f e M(y) we have that IUllMT " 11̂ llMT • In other 
words, the Orlicz norm of f e M(u) can be determined by con­
sidering its monotonic rearrangement. This consideration leads us 
to the following definition.
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Definition A.3: A function norm X defined on M([0,°°),m) is
called universal if for each totally a-finite measure space 
(A,E,y) the functional p defined on M(A,y) by
p(f) - X(f*)
is a function norm. In this case, we say that £_ induced by 
X.
To show that not every function norm on M([0,oo),m) is 
universal we give the following example. Let X be defined on 
M([0,°°),m) by
X(f) * Hfx[0.1)Ml + ^fX[l,°°)̂ °
Let (S,v) be a o-finite measure space. Define p on M+ (s,v)
*by p(f) * X(f ) . Further assume that (S,v) has three mutually 
disjoint sets A, B, C such that v(A) ■ , v(B) = y  , and
v(C) * y  . Let f - 5Xg + 3X^ and g * 4X^ . Then
f* ‘ 5X[0,l/2) + 3X [ 1/2,3/4) and P(£) ’ XCf,) ‘ 5i + H '  H  ;A *
8 = 4X[0,3/4) and p ĝ) " 3 ’ al8° (f + g) = 5X[0,1/2)
+ 4X[l/2,5/4) + 3X[5/4,3/2) and c<f + *> * X« f+8>*> '
c 1 . / 1 . / 175*y + 4*y + 4 = —  . Hence
p(f) + p(g) “ < “ p (f + s)
which means p is not a function norm. Therefore X is not
universal.
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The solution to our problem was initially stated in terms of 
function norms which were induced by universal function norms. 
However, shortly thereafter a paper by Luxemburg [12] was brought 
to our attention. In his paper Luxemburg makes a thorough study 
of rearrangement invariant normed Kothe space which includes the 
concept of universally rearrangement invariant (to be defined 
later). A universally rearrangement invariant function norm is 
the same as a function norm induced by a universal function norm.
So it is not surprising that we would have many of the same theorems. 
However most of these theorems were discovered independently. We 
have found the notion of a universally rearrangement invariant 
function norm very interesting and convenient, so we have incor­
porated it in our paper and stated several results in terms of 
universally rearrangement invariant function norms. However
Luxemburg's investigation was done in the case that p(A) < 0 0 and
L satisfied L, f)L ■ L C l C L 1 - L , + L  . This approachp 1 00 °° p 1 1 00
is almost antipodal to ours because we have assumed that p(A) * 00 
and are seeking conditions on p so that Lp is intermediate to
L, and L1 00
Next we state a fact that was given as a remark by Silverman
[17] and that has proven very useful for us.
Lemma 4.4 (Silverman): If (A,p) has no atoms and if
f.g e M(y) , then
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* *f g dt if and only if f'g|dp =* 00
for some f ' ~ f .
Before we can proceed we need the following lemma which was 
also stated by Luxemburg [12],
Lemma 4.5: If (A,E,p) is non-atomic, then for any f,g e M(p)
we have
* itf g dt * sup{ fg'|dp : g' - g} .
•co it itProof: Because of Lemma 4.4 we can assume that J g dt < 00 .
Further, without loss of generality we may assume that
+ “r1 +f,g e M (p) . Let <f> - £ a-i XA be a simple function in M (p)
i-1 i . m
A\(U A ) .
+ * + 1-1 Let g e M (p) be arbitrary. Then g e M ([0,°°)), so for each
pair of integers (n,k) such that 0 ■£■ k £ 2^n let
where a. > a0 > ... > a > a ... = 0 and A1 2  m m+1 m+1
E i *  ̂ [0,°°) : < g (t) s k ■-■}n,k 2 2
and
,2n







00Then ^ n n̂-i is a sequence of simple functions such that
* * 2^n0 i g Notice that for a fixed n_ the sets {E . } n 0 no.k k_Q
are disjoint sets and each E , is the disjoint union of a
n0*
finite number of sets {E • Next we will define the
"O+l.J JcFn()>k
sets E , in A such that n,k
1) E . PI E = 0 for k. 4 k0
n0 ’ 1 n0 ’k2 1
2) u(E .) - m(E )n,k n,k
3) p(A. H E . ) -  m(A* fl E )i n,k 1 n,k
4) y(E . H E  . ) - m(E . H E  , ) .n^ >k^ n£,k2 ^1*1 ^ 2 * 2
Let C(i,n,k) * A. fl E . ( l ^ i S m  + 1, l s n < ° ° ,  andi n , k
0 £ k £ 2^n + 1) . For a fixed n^ , the sets CCi.n^jk)
* *partitions the set . Since u(A^) - m(A^) and A is non-
atomic, we may partition A^ into disjoint sets B(i,l,k)C A^
such that p(B(i,l,k)) - m(C(i,l,k)) . (If m(C(i,l,k)) * 0 ,
■then set B(i,l,k) - 0 .) For each k(0 S k s 2^ + 1) let
m+1




1) E, . fl E.S. H E  - ( U  BCi.l.k.)) H  ( U B(i,1,k~)) - 0
’ ! * 2 i-i 1 i-i 1
since the B(i,l,k) are disjoint.
m+1 m+1
2) u(E, .) - m(U B(i, 1 ,k)) - V p(B(i,1 ,k)) 
i-1 i-1
m+1 m+1
I m(C(i,l,k)) - I m(A, 0  E. ,) - m(E ) .
i-1 i-i 1
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3) p(Ai H  Ex k) - ij(B(i ,1 ,k)) - m(C(i,1 ,k)) - m(A1 O  E ^ )  .
22n+iNow assume that we have defined the sets {E . } „ forn,k k-0
n < so that they satisfy 1), 2), 3), and 4). Let C(i,2,,ng,k)
= A. fl E - . n  E . . Then each set A. O  E . . is thei ng-1,8, no»k 1 nQ-l,*-22nn+idisjoint union of the sets {C (i ,£. n ^ , k ) ■ Partition
2^n0+lA P) E into the disjoint sets {B(i,£,n ,k)} suchi ng-l,£ U ^_q
that
M(B(i,2.,nQ ,k)) = ra(C(i,£,n0 ,k)) .
(If m(C(i,Jl,nQ,k)) - 0, then set BCi.a.n^.k) = 0 .) Let
m+1 22(n0_1)+l
E v “ U  U  B(i,S,,nn ,k) .
n0«K i-1 £-1 °
2^n0+lWe leave it to the reader to show that {E , }, . satisfiesn^.k k-0
properties 1), 2), 3), and 4).
Thus by induction we have defined the sets E . for all J n,k
1 £ n < 00 and 0 <i k £ 22n + 1. Next we define the simple
functions ip : A -* [0,°°) by n
22n
* - I —  xs
“ k-0 2 n,k
Because of the properties of the sets (E . } , one can show thatII y K
00
\p and ip are equimeasurable for all n and that (ip (x)} ,n n n n n*l
is an increasing sequence for each x e A . Also
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J A 11
dy - ♦ ^ d t  ,
since y(A. fl E . ) ■ m(A. fl E , ) • Let i n,k i n,k
g(x) =■ lim 4*(x)
n-+°°
- itThen g 
and
a a alim 4* - lim 4* “ g , so„ n _ n n-voo tv*°°
g and g are equimeasurable
4>gdy <{i(lim ip )dy n
lim
n
<pip dy = lim * nA n
*
d> tp dt v n
<t> (lim p )dt 
O n "
* A<f> g dt .
Hence the equation is true for arbitrary g and simple
functions <J> . Now let f e M+ (y) be arbitrary. Then there is
a sequence of simple functions 4* such that 4> + f a.e. on
A AA . Thus \p + f and so for each n there is a g suchn n
03 it itthat g ~ g and fn\b g dt - f ,\p g dy . Therefore n J 0rn JA n n





4» g dy - sup . n nA n . W
s sup Ifg j dy s sup{ 
n J A "
fg1 Idy : g ’ ' g>
The reverse inequality is always true by Lemma 3.12.
The next result was also stated by Luxemburg [12].
Theorem 4.6: Let (A,u) be a non-atomic measure space and let
p be a function norm defined on M(y) .
(i) If p is rearrangement invariant, then p' is 
rearrangement invariant.
(ii) p is rearrangement invariant if and only if 
p(f) - sup{/q f g dt : p'(g) £ 1} .
Proof: It is always true that for any function norm p we have
p(f) = sup{ I fg|dy : p'(g) s: 1) £ sup{ f g dt : p ' (g) £ 1) .
If p(g) ^ 1 and g' is equimeasurable with g then p(g') ^ 1 
since p is rearrangement invariant. Hence by Lemma A.5 we have





f g dt : p(g) £ 1}
Therefore if p is rearrangement invariant, then p'(f)
* sup{J“f g dt : p(g) £ 1} . But clearly p ' must be rearrange­
ment invariant; so (i) is proven. Since p' is rearrangement 
invariant, we have
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and wc have finished the proof.
A partition P ■ In A Is defined to be a finite
disjoint collection of sets of positive measure. Define the 
average function of f e M(p) with respect to P to be
Definition 4.7: A function norm p defined on M(p) is said 
to satisfy property (J) if for each partition P and any 
f e Lp , we have p(fp) £ p(f) .
The previous definition is due to Gretsky [6],
Let R be the set of all non-negative, monotonic non­
increasing, right-continuous functions defined on [0,°°) .
Then the monotonic rearrangement of any measurable function
*belonging to M(p) is contained in R . Also g = g for any
Theorem 4.8: Let (A,p) be non-atomic and let p be a
rearrangement invariant function norm on M(p) . Then p has 
property (J) .
n
fp - I ( f dp/u(E ))X 
J-l JEj J E3
g e R •
Proof: Let f c M+ (p) and let P * {E a partit*011
Renumber the E
£ b X * wherehence f
0 ;
with the understanding that yn+^ = 0 0 •
Define the function h : [0,°°) -> [O,00) by
n * 
h(t) - I (fXE ) (t - y j_ 1)xE* (t)
j-1 j
The collection P' = {E } is a partition in [O,00)
J j.i
* hdt
. - , x .
p ’ j-1 m(E*) Ej
n
hP. - Z -
I
J-i




w d o  *
J (f X ) (t)dt
0 ________ -1_______  x *Em(E‘) j
f dp
n
XF* - I b4 XF* -L f L -1 p Pj-1 p(Ej) Ej j-1 J Lj






since h(t) is non-increasing on .
■ w ' 0 •
m+1
C ' I aiXA, (al =• a2 ' ••• am ’ i«l 1
\ m[0,°°) \ U A^) be a simple function in R (the set
of monotonic rearrangements). For the rest of the paragraph let
1 be fixed. Let c, > c0 > ... > c. be the values that <J>J 1 2 k
ft ^assumes on E and set S. ■ E D  A. (£ = 1,2,...,k) . Thenk ft j  £
£E = U S. , and we know that each S. is an interval, say
 ̂ £=1 *
S£ = r£) > because <f> e R . By equation (1)
(c£-l ~ c£*
yj-l
h dt * (ct-1 - c£> *fp dt ,
J-1
and hence
£ [<C£-1 ' c z }ft-1







T*or 1 £ j £ n + 1 , set <i>. ■ <i> X * . Since h and <}>
A J *are non-increasing on E we know that (h x,,*) (t)
J Ej
= h(t + y and (t) - 0(t + yj_j_) • Hence
(f X_ ) ♦* dt
0 Ej j
(h X *) <J>* dt
Ej j
hd> dt
Because (A,p) is non-atomic, for each j = 1,2,...,n+1 we
can define the function <J>j : •> [O,00) which is equimeasurable
with . Since is simple, we have seen in the proof of
Lemma 4.5 that there exist functions f̂  : Ê  -* [O,00) (1 £ j £ n+1)
such that f is equimeasurable with f X and / f, <)>. dpJ E E j j
foo 1c 1c J J- J0 (f XE ) (^) dt . Let
n+1
* - I ^  X 
j-1 J j
n+1
“ d fl " I *4 *E
J-1 3 J
Then f^ is equimeasurable with f and
n
du * I













<p dt ■ ip dt
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Hence
*f 4> dt 4  dt ■ sup{ 1^ 4>f | dy : <t> * ~ 4 1}
4 dy £ fp 4  dt .
Thus for every simple function 4  c R , we have
fp 4  dt s: f 4  dt
Now let g e R be arbitrary, then there exists a sequence
kof simple functions 4^ such that + g a.e. on [O,00) .
Then 4, e R for each k and k
fp g dt - lim fp V  dt
£ lim 
n 0
f 4  dt n 0
f g dt
Therefore, since P is rearrangement invariant on a non-atomic 
measure space, by Theorem 4.6
p(fp) - sup{ fp g dt : p ’(g) £ 1}
€ sup{ * *f g dt : p ’(g) £ 1} - p(f)
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* / \ since g r R for all g c M(y) . Therefore p has property (J).
We will give an example at the end of this section to show 
that a universal function norm does not necessarily have property 
(J). In the meantime we want to shift our attention to universal 
function norms.
Lemma 4.9: Let T be any non-trivial subset of R . Define the 
functional F ■ Fp on M(A,y) by
F(f) * sup{ f h dt : h e r}
Then F is a function norm with the Fatou property.
Proof: It is easy to see that F is positive homogeneous, sub­
additive, and has the Fatou property. If f = 0 a.e. on A ,
*then f ■ 0 so F(f) ■ 0 . Conversely, if F(f) = 0 , then
/qf h dt » 0 for all h e r .  Since T is non-trivial, there is
an hp e p such that h^ + 0 . Hence there is a p > 0 such
.00 *that hg(t) > P on some interval [0,a) . Since Jq f h^ dt » 0
* *we must have f h^ * 0 a.e. on [0,a) ; which means that f “ 0
on [0,a) because hg^t) < p on [0,a). Thus f = 0 on [0,“)
*since f is non-increasing. Therefore f ■ 0 a.e. on A  .
Theorem 4.10; If X is a rearrangement invariant function norm 
on M([0,«>)) , then A is universal.
Proof: Since ([0,°°),m) is non-atomic we have by Theorem 4.6
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A(f) - sup{/“ f*g*dt : A'(g) £ 1} . Let r - {g* : X *(g) £ 1} . 
Then for f e M([0,°°))
Fp(f) = sup{
sup{
* *f g dt : g e r}
0
r°° * *f g dt : A ’(g) £ 1} * X(f)
0
Hence by Lemma 4.9, A is universal.
Not every universal function norm is rearrangement invariant 
(example later).
Let p be defined on M(A,E,y) and suppose that p is
•kinduced by a universal function norm X , i.e., p(f) = X(f ) . 
There is no loss of generality if we assume that X is rearrange­
ment invariant. Because if X is not rearrangement invariant,
we can form X defined on M([0,°°)) bym
A (f) = A(f*) .m
Then A is a rearrangement invariant function norm and by n
'ftTheorem 4.10, A is universal. But p(f) * A(f ) - A (f ) m m
which means p is also induced by AJ m
Next we investigate the associate norm of a function norm 
induced by a universal function norm.
Theorem 4.11; Let p be a function norm defined on M(A,y) which 
is induced by a universal function norm A . Then for each 
f c M(A,y) we have
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p '(f) * sup{ f h dt : h e R and X(h) Si}
Proof: We may assume that X is rearrangement invariant and hence
by Theorem 4.8 X has property (J) .
If g e M(A,y) and p(g) S 1 , then g e R and X(g )
= p(g) S l .  So for f £ M(A,y)
p '(f) = sup{ fg| dy : p(g) s 1}
S sup{ f*g dt : p(g) S 1}
s sup{ f h dt : h e R and X(h) Si}
Now we will show the reverse inequality for simple functions.
v +Assume <J> = I a. X is a simple function in M (A,y) where
i-1 1 i
a^ > > ••• > 0 and the are mutually disjoint. Then by
* rLemma 3.12, 4) = l a. X *
i=l 1 i
and defined g : A -> [0,°°) by
where m(A^) = y(A^) . Let g e R
g dt
n A*
I — > xAi-1 m(A*) i
n
Then (g) - gp where P is the partition {A.} in [0,°°)
i-1
So if X(g) s 1 , by property (J),
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A i=l m(A^) XA )dy Ai
g dt
1=1 m(A^)
------  U(A.)*> 1
n
I ai 1=1 1
g dt
Thus for every g e R such that A(g) £ 1 , there is a g £ M(A,y) 
such that p(g) ^ 1 and
<#>g dy <P g dt
Hence
sup{ 4> g dt : g e R, \(g) £ 1}
'o
£ sup{ 4>h dy : h e M(A,y), p(h) s 1} = p ’(4>)
Therefore the theorem Is true for every simple function in M(A,y). 
Now let f e M+ (A,y) be arbitrary. Then there is a sequence
of simple functions {<J> ) such that 4> * f a.e. on A . Thusn n
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* *<}> + f and
p * (f) * lim p * (d> ) - lim[sup{ 
n n
<t>* g dt : g e R, A(g) s 1}] 
0 n
= sup{ f g dt : g £ R, A(g) s: 1} .
0
This completes the proof.
Corollary 4.12: If A is rearrangement invariant on M([0,°°)) ,
*then A' is universal; moreover if p(f) = A(f ) , then
p'(f) = A *(f*) .
We conclude this section with the following example.
Let Q * (I.) be the partition of [0,°°) with i i=l
1^ - [i - l,i) . For any f e M+ ([0,°°)) define f_ to be the
OO
average function fn = £ (/ fdt)X . Some of the properties
Q i-1 1 i
of fp are
(i) fp = 0 if and only if f - 0 a.e. on [0,°°)
(ii) (af)p = a(fp)
(iii) (f + g)Q - fQ + gp
(iv) If f t f , then (f )n + fn •n n Q Q
Define the function norm Ap on M+ ([0,°°)) by
y o  -  l | fpl l .  •
To see that Ap is in fact a function norm we will check the
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triangle inequality. By (iii) we have
AQ(f + g) “ IICf + 8)qI If Q +  8qI
S q IIoo + Us q IL ~ y o  +
Also Xq has the Fatou property because of (iv).
Next, Aq is universal. Notice that Aq is universal if and
*only if (Aft) (f) = A_.(f ) is a function norm. For any u m u
*f e M([0,°°)) , f e R which means that
* r 1 * f 1 *f dt = f dt CL ft U
Jll J0 Ji-i
i ?X  ̂ j • it • Hence
*f dt
f dt-- 'f* dt = ||f||L +L
by Theorem 3.16. Therefore (*n) is a function norm which makesu m
Aq universal.
A_ is not rearrangement invariant and in fact L. is not
even rearrangement invariant Let f ■ I  ̂ ^fi i + I] 
i=l 11,1 i
Then
V f) ■ "fQ*L • sup{ f dt>iail = 1
Let (A.}°° be the subsets of [0,oo) defined by 
1 i=l
i-1 i
- '  I k  ■ l b  ■k-1 k-1 *
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Define f, * y i X. . Then f and f, are equimeasurable, 
i i‘i Ai 1
but A„(f,) = <® . Hence L is not rearrangement invariant, 0 1 p
Now we show that A^ does not have property (J). Let 
P = {[-j ,2)} and let <}> = 6 i) +  ̂ *[i 2] ’ ^hen
= 1  X[l/2,2) and
A0(4>p) ** max{ X dt3 [1/2,1) ’
H  , . 14 
"3 3 •
But
Aq (<J>) * max{ 6 X[l/2,l)dt ’ 4 dt) = 4
14Thus A0(d>) = 4 < —  ■ AQ(<f>p) which means Aq does not have 
property (J).
Finally, we show that A 1 is not universal. To begin with 
we show that








I |fg|dt £ I sup
i-1 AQ(f)£l
f g I dt
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I sup |f (gX ) | dt - I ||gX ||o 
i-1 AgCg)*! Li i-1 Li
last equality is true because if ^q (^) ^ 1 then f dt
/(fX )dt £ 1 , and /(fXT )(gXT )dt = / f(gX )dt . 




sup I IfgUt * I sup IfgIdt
AQ (f)<a i-i n i i-i A0 (f)<a
For each i , pick a sequence {f. } such that A_(f, )M 1>n n=i 0 i,n
and
f g|dt - supi,n A0(f)*a
I fg I dt | < - f j  
^  i n
Set f - J f XT Since A_.(f ) £ 1 we know thatn .L. i,n 1̂  0 i,ni=l i
fT f . dt £ 1 for all i and for all n . Hence An(f ) £ J1^ i,n O n
Also
i=l fn g|dt
- I sup IfgIdt|
i-l AQ (f)j:i




* 1 1  -yrl * 0i-1 i n




as n ► 00 . Therefore
sup
X„(f)£l 1=1
fg|dt * I sup
I, 1=1 Xn(f)^l
fg|dt
I.0 V/ 1 O' 7 i
Thus we have shown that Xn '(g) = £ ||gXT ||
1=1 i °°
*With this information we can show that (X^1) (g) = X ' (g )u m u
is not a function norm. Let f = 3 ^  and g = 2 Xĵ / 2  3 /2 )
Then f + g = 3 *[0 ,l/2) + 5 x[1 /2 >i) + 2  X [i,3/2) SO that
*
(f + g) 5 X[0jl/2) + 3 x[l/2,l) + 2 X[l,3/2) ' Hence 
(io’).(f + g) ■ V « f + 8>*) - 3 + 2 - 7 . Also £* - 3 x(0>1)
and g* - 2 X[Q(1) , so
<xo V f )  + -  V <f*> + V < 8‘ > *  5 '
Therefore (X ') (f) + (Xn ') (g) < (X_ *)_(f + g) which means 0 m U r n  U m
XQ ' is not universal.
2. Universally Rearrangement Invariant Function Norms.
Below we state as a lemma a well-known fact. A proof can be 
derived from Lemma 7 (Saks) p. 308 in [3J.
Lemma 4.13: If (A,£,u) is a a-finite measure space, then A can
be written as the union of a sequence of disjoint sets AQ,e^,e2,... 
belonging to £ such that A^ is atom free and each e^ is an 
atom of finite measure.
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00Let a collection of disjoint intervals on the
positive real axis such that an<* ^i ” ai =
(i-1,2,...) . Set = AQ U  ( U  B ) and let (A .E^y^) be the
i=l
direct sum of the measure space (Aq,E H  Aq»m) and the spaces 
(B^,m) (i-1,2,...) . Then (A^,E^,y^) is a non-atomic o-finite 
measure space with y^(A^) ■ y(A) - 0 0 . Furthermore M(A,E,y) can 
be identified with a subset of M(A^,E^,y^) , in particular the set 
of all functions which are constant on the intervals B^ . We will 
say that (A,E,y) is imbedded in (A^,E^,y^) .
Definition 4.14: Let (A,E,y) be imbedded in (A^,E^,y^) .
define the transformation : M(A^,y^) -> M(A,y) by
f dt
B,
T (f) = f X. + I t-
U 0 i-1 m(V
We
This definition is due to Luxemburg [12] as is the 
following Lemma.
Lemma A.15: Let f^ e MCA^.y^) and g e M(A,y) , then
(i) f dy = 1 M1 T f. dy A W 1
(ii) fl 8 dMl T f, g dy A 1
With these preliminaries out of the way we can make the
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following definition also due to Luxemburg [12].
Definition A.16: A function norm p on M(A,E,p) is said to be
universally rearrangement invariant whenever
P(T fx) * p(f)
for all f e M+ (A,p) and all f^ e M(A^.u^) satisfying f^ ~ f .
Notice that if (A ,p) is non-atomic, then p is universally 
rearrangement invariant if and only if p is rearrangement 
invariant.
The next theorem relates the previous work in this chapter to 
the concept of universally rearrangement invariant (compare [12, 
p. 121, Theorem 12.2]).
Theorem 4.17: Let p be a function norm defined on M(A,y) .
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) p is induced by a universal function norm
(ii) p is universally rearrangement invariant
(iii) p(f) ■ sup{ f g dt : p '(g) £ 1} for all f e M+ (A,u) •
0
Proof: We will show (i) +-> (iii) and (iii) (ii) .
(i) -* (iii) : If p is induced by a universal function norm, 
then we may assume that p is induced by the rearrangement 
invariant function norm A . By Corollary 4.12, A' is universal 
and p' is induced by A' . By Theorem 4.11,
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p(f) ■ sup{ f g dt : p ' (g) £ 1
(iii) -► (i) is easy because of Lemma 4.9.
(iii) (ii) : Suppose p(f) = sup{ * *f g dt
Let f e L and f. e M(A.,u-i) be such that f p i l l  1
P(T fj_) - sup{
sup{ \t1 gldpj^ : p'(g) £
* *£ sup{ f g dt : p'(g) £ 1} 
J0
p(f)
Hence p is universally rearrangement invariant,
(ii) -+• (iii) : First we will show that if p
.GO * *rearrangement invariant then p 1(g) * sup{/g g f 
Let p(f) £ 1 , then we know by Lemma 4.5 that j 
■ sup{/^ | f^ g|dy1 : f^ ~ f} since (Aj^yj) is 
Hence
f" * *f g dt - sup{
0 f! g|dM! : fi
} .
: g e D  .




dt : p(f) £ 1) •
oo it it
o 1 8 dt
non-atomic.
f)
sup{ |T f g|dy : f - f} 
. a M 1 1
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Since p(f) £ 1 and p is universally rearrangement invariant 
we know that p(T^f^) £ p(f) ^ 1 . Therefore






#00 * *f g dt : p(f) £ 1} .
0
-00 * *Thus P '(g) * supijg f g dt : p(f) £ 1J . But we have already 
shown that a function of this form is universally rearrangement 
invariant. Hence if p is universally rearrangement invariant, 
then p' is universally rearrangement invariant.
Since p' is universally rearrangement, we can say
p(f) * p"(f) ■ sup{
#00 
f * *f g dt : p ' (g) £ 1} .
0
This completes the proof.
Corollary 4.18: If p is universally rearrangement invariant,
then p' is universally rearrangement invariant.
We are now in position to very quickly show that the 
universally rearrangement invariant function norms behave very 
much like the Orlicz norms with respect to O  and
L, + L . We need to state the following result of Silverman1 °°
[17].
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Lemma 4.19 (Silverman): Let (A,y) be non-atomic and let A be
a KBthe space in M(A,p) If A is rearrangement invariant, then
L. fl L C A C L .  + L1 00 1 o
Theorem 4.20: Let p be a function norm on M(A,p) If p is
universally rearrangement invariant, then
l . H l C l C l . + l1 00 p 1 o
Proof: Since p is universally rearrangement invariant, there
exists a rearrangement invariant function norm A defined on
*M([0,°°)) such that p(f) ■ A(f ) . By Theorem 4.6 A' is
rearrangement invariant, so by Silverman's Lemma (4.19) we have
L. fl L C L , ,  L, , C  L. + L . Let f c L , then f e L, ,1 00 A A 1 “ p A
rl * fl *hence Jq f dt < 00 . Similarly g dt < 00 for all g e L ^ , .
Thus by Corollary 3.17 we have L. O l C l C L . + L1 OO p 1 00
As was the case with Orlicz spaces, it is not true that every 
universally rearrangement invariant function norm will satisfy 
II • 11+ ^ p ^ II • ||̂ * However we do have the analog of Theorem 3.8.
Theorem 4.21: Let p be a universally rearrangement invariant
function norm. Then there is a function norm p^ that is 
equivalent to p such that p^ is universally rearrangement 
invariant and
i+ * pi « n -nn  •
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Proof: Let T = {g : p '(g) £ 1} be the unit ball for L^,
and let {g : Hgll^ £ 1> and B+ - {g : ||g||+ s: 1} be the
unit balls for O  L^ and L^ + L^ , respectively. Since p is
universally rearrangement invariant we know that p' is universally
rearrangement invariant, which means that fl Lx C  ,C  .
So by Lemma 1.6 there is a constant a such that —  p' £ || *11^ •a ( I
Therefore the unit ball of —  p ' contains the unit ball ofa




f g  d t  : g  e .
Theorem 4.17 shows that p^ is universally rearrangement invariant. 
Because ^  we know




f g  d t  : g  e
£ sup{ f g dt : g e B+ }
'rv
That is || . ||+ S p x S 'n
Now we will show that p^ and p are equivalent. Notice 
that ap(f) ■ sup{J^f g dt : g e af} . Hence p^ ^ ap because
I ^ c  ar . Since , C  , there is a constant such
that || • || £ p ' (we may choose b- such that b. > — ) . Sot  X 1 d
F C  b^B+ and aT C  • Let ab^ ■ b , then aT C  bB+ . Notice
that br^ = b(aT O  B+) ■ bar O  bB+ . Since aT C  bB+ we have
aT C  br. which means that ^  T C  T. or
Therefore p and are equivalent.
Corollary 4.22: If p is universally rearrangement invariant
(or induced by a universal function norm), then there is an 
equivalent universally rearrangement invariant function norm p^ 
such that L is an intermediate space of L, and LPjL 1
We want to point out that the proof of Theorem 4.21 can be
modified to prove the following.
Theorem 4.23: If p is a function norm such that L. fl L C  1 00
L C L, + L , then there is an equivalent function norm p..p 1 0 0 i
that is equivalent to p and
I * l+ * Px * I * Hp| •
Proof: In this case define p^ by
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3. Universal and Universally Rearrangement Invariant Kothe 
Spaces. The concepts of the previous sections of this chapter 
can be generalized to the general KOthe spaces. Combining prop­
erties (i) and (iii) of Theorem 4.17 we have
Definition 4 .24: A Kothe space A(r) is called universal if
A * {f e M(A,p) :
* * .f g dt < 00 for all g e r>
0
Hence the functions in a universal Kothe space are determined 
by the action of their monotonic rearrangements as was the case of 
a normed Kothe space induced by a universal function norm.
The following definition is due to Luxemburg [12].
Definition 4.25: A Kothe space A » A(T) defined on M(A,y) is
said to be universally rearrangement invariant whenever f e A 
implies e ^ *°r ^  G M(A^,u^) satisfying f^ ~ f .
Observe that if (A,p) is non-atomic, then A is universally 
rearrangement invariant if and only if A is rearrangement 
invariant.
We will now give the relationship between these two concepts.
Theorem 4.26: Let A(r) be a Kothe space. Then A is universal
if and only if A is universally rearrangement invariant.
Proof: Assume A(r) Is universal. Let f e A , f^ e M(A^) , 
and f^ ~ f . Then for any g e T we have
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• * ,00 it it
T f. g dp -
V 1 J
f, 8 dp £
A, J
f g dt < 00
0
Therefore A is universally rearrangement invariant.
Next assume A is universally rearrangement invariant.
Let JI={f : /q f g dt < 00 for all g e T} . Easily II C  A .
/oo itq f SQ^t ■ 00 for
some gg e T . By Lemma 4.4 (Silverman) we know there exists an
f^ c M(A^) such that f^ f^ggdp^ * 00 and f^ - f . But
/. T f, du = /. f,g_dp, = <* which contradicts the fact that 
J A y 1 °0 J Aj_ 1°0 1
A is universally rearrangement invariant. Therefore II — A and
A is universal.
Theorem 4.27: If A is universal, then A' is also universal.
Proof: Let D1 = (g e H : f g dt < ® for all f e A) .
Clearly n'CI A' . Let g e A' and g I n' . Then there exists
/ oo it itq f g dt » 00 , so there is an f^ e M(A^) such
that / f g dp, » 00 and f. ~ f . But then T f, t A which' Aj_ 1  i 1 p i
contradicts the fact that /\ is universal. Therefore A 1 " n' 
and a ' is universal.
The next result is an extension of Silverman's result 
(Lemma 4 .19).
Theorem 4.28; If A(r) is a universal KtJthe space in M(A,p) , 
then
l . O l C a C l . + L
2  00 1  00
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Proof: Because A(r) is universal we know that
A ■ {f e f g dt < ® for all g e T) . In [O,00)
let I ■ [0,n) and let D([0,®)) be the locally integrable n
OOfunctions in M([0,®)) with respect to {I } . Letn n=l
* * * *T * {g : g e r} and * {h e ft([0,°°)) : h e T } . Form the
Kbthe space A^ = A(T^) in M([0,®)) . If f e A^ and g e ,
/OO #00 fs Ifq f g dt < °° for all g ~ gj • Hence Jq f g dt < 00 by
Lemma 4.4. Therefore A^ = {f e ft([0,®)) : /^ f h dt < ® for all
h e T^} which means A^ is rearrangement invariant. By Lemma
4.19 (Silverman) we have L^([0,®) H Loo([0,oo) ) C  A^ C L^([0,®))
+ L ([0,®)) . If f e A(T) , then f e A. so A C L..([0,®))00 X X
+ L ([0,®)) . Similarly A' C L.([0,®)) + L ([0,®)) . Hence by0° X 00
Corollary 3.17
L,f|L CaCL. + L 1 ®  1 °
Returning to normed Kothe spaces we are now able to prove
Theorem 4.29: Let Lp be a universal Kothe space. Then there is
a norm such that p and p^ are equivalent and p^ is
universally rearrangement invariant.
Proof: Define p^ by
P 1 (f) - s u p {
0
f g dt : p *(g) £ 1}
By Lemma 4.17 p^ is universally rearrangement invariant. In 
order to show that p ^  and p are equivalent, we will show
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that L
It is easy to see that p £ p, which means L C  L . On
1 P1 P
the other hand, suppose f e L and f t L . Then there is a’ P P1
sequence of functions {gn ) C  L^, such that >. 0 , p ' (gn> £ 1 ,
foo * * 3and Jq f gndt > n . Let
k g  00 ghk = I ~  and h - Z  -
n-1 2 n=l 2
Then h e L , becauseP
K 1' (h) £ lim inf p ' (h ) £ lim inf J — j p ' (g )
n=l n
n»l n
Since all the g^ are non-negative, we know that hR ^ gR




f *  it
f h d t i f h  d t  ^
0  Jo  k 0
* * 3f gRdt > k
for all k = 1,2,... . Therefore f h dt ■ 00 . So there
is an h' e M(A.) such that h ~ h' and f, f h' dp = “ .1 A^ 1
Because is universal, , is universal and so T^h' e Lp ,
But then
T h ' f dp
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which is impossible. Therefore L ■ Ln and we have completed
°1
the proof.
Theorem 4.29 was also stated by Luxemburg [12].
Combining Theorem 4.28, Theorem 4.29, and Theorem 4.21 we
have
Theor m 4.30: If A is a universal KOthe space, then
L.flL C A C L  + L
±  <x> 1  00
Furthermore, if A is normed, i.e. A ■ L , then there exists anP
equivalent universally rearrangement invariant norm such that
U * pi * II • »n *
We conclude with the following example that shows that 
L. fl L C L  C l , + L  does not necessarily imply that L is1 00 P 1 00 J r j p
universal. Let (A,p) be (-C0,00) with Lebesque measure and let
e<f> " llf x<— fo)'L + llf x[o,»)"i
Clearly L. fl L C  L C  L. + L . Let f(t) =■ . \ (t)1 <*> p 1 oo (—00 , 1)
+ ^2 X [1 oo)(fc) » then p(f) * 3 • Let - ^ 2  X ^
+ ^(t) . Then f^ ~ f , but pCf^) - °° .
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